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Californication parents guide

The Wikipedia list article Californication is a TV series starring David Duchovny as Hank Moody, a writer famous for trying to juggle his career, his relationship with his daughter and ex-girlfriend, as well as his appetite for sex. The show debuted on Showtime on August 13, 2007 in the United States and ran for 84 episodes over seven seasons. Its creator and
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2007. The season follows Hank Moody and other main characters in the months leading up to the marriage of Hank's ex-girlfriend Karen and Bill, a Los Angeles publisher. Hank wallows deeply in self-deterrent following the release of a crazy little thing called Love, which he sees as a sub-par but popular film adaptation of his latest novel, God Hate Us. After
picking up a younger woman at a bookstore, Hank discovers she's actually Bill's 16-year-old daughter, Mia. Hank spends most of his time drinking and not writing. Meanwhile, Mia continues to haunt Hank during his family visits, using the threat of exposing his statutory rape of hers to steal stories for her creative writing class. His father's death triggers an
alcohol-fueled binge and a sexual encounter with Karen. After his father's funeral, Hank stayed in New York to finish a manuscript for a new Nola. However, when Hank returns to Hala, the original copy is lost when he is kidnapped. However, Mia kept her copy, choosing to pass on the job as her own. On Karen and Bill's wedding day, Hank chooses to accept
the situation as it is, but as he leaves the reception with his daughter Becca, Karen runs out and jumps into the car, driving to a new life together. No.overall. inseasonTitleDirected byWritten byOriginal air date11PilotStephen HopkinsTom KapinosAugust 13, 2007 (2007-08-13) We meet 40th Hank Moody (David Ducebby) in a church asking Jesus to help him
get his life back on track and be distracted by a fiery nun: it becomes a dreamlike representative of his lifestyle. Hank is a sex addict who sleeps with many women, including a woman who cheats on her angry, muscular husband; And Mia (Madeline Zima), a 16-year-old girl hank assumed was older. He shares custody of Daughter Becca (12) with her mother,
ex-girlfriend Karen, who he still loves even though she wants to move on. 22 Hell-A WomanScott WinantTom KapinosAugust 20, 2007 (2007-08-20) Becca invites Hank to the Karen and Bill House (Damien Young) for dinner with mutual friends. When he arrives, he realizes that Karen has set him up with her Scientology friend Sonia (Paula Marshall). It
doesn't excite Hank at first, but later the other guests walk into him and Sonya in the bedroom. He's also getting news of the job he recently got. 33The Whore of BabylonScott WinantTom KapinosAugust 27, 2007 (2007-08-27) Hank gets into a fight with Todd Carr (Chris Williams), the director of a crazy little thing called Love, the film adaptation of Hank's
book. Hank goes to jail, Bill bails him out, and Hank finds a new connection to Meredith. Charlie (Evan Handler) discovers a different side of his assistant Danny (Rachel Miner). 44 Fear and loathing at the FundraiserMichael Lambkadisi Gardner September 3, 2007 (2007-09-03) Meredith persuades Hank to accompany her to an environmental fundraiser. Bill
and Karen are at the same event and Karen's making a scene. Hank discovers Danny and Charlie in his office. 55LOLBart Freudlichussen McMartinSeptember 10, 2007 (2007-09-10) Bill asks Hank to intervene as a guest speaker in Mia's creative writing class. Hank talks about his writing and motivations in a radio interview. Becca develops into a crush on
her guitar teacher Dave (Joaquin Pastor), but he ends up with Mia. 66 Absinthe makes heart grow affectionate WhittinghamTom Kapinos &amp; Eric Weinbergs 17, 2007 (2007-09-17) Hank spends the night with a sexy surfer (Michele Lombardo), who robs him. Mia wants more of Hank's writing to get through her class. He offers to help her with her writing
instead. Charlie wants to spice up sex with his wife Marcy (Pamela Adlon), but she doesn't like spanking like Danny. 77 Girls, Gaitageina FattoreSeptember 24, 2007 (2007-09-24) Hank is disturbed by Becca's negative reaction towards the idea of a happy ending, even more so when he discovers it's partly his fault. Marcie offers a threesome with Charlie and
Danny, but it ends unexpectedly. 88-year-old Californian WinantTom KapinosOctober 1, 2007 (2007-10-01) Father of Hank El (Mark Margolis) dies. Hank tries to ease his pain with Trixie (Judy Greer), but Karen actually wants to do her best to help him get over the pain. 99The filthy locker Scott Barnsildie Modovich October 8, 2007 (2007-10-08) After his
father's funeral, Hank returns to Los Angeles with a new manuscript that he wants Karen to read. After receiving a bonus salary, he buys a new car for himself and a new guitar for Becca. 1010 SatanJaon Dalatum Kapinos Trio October 15, 2007 (2007-10-15) New Trio Inclusive And Charlie develops as a result of meeting at the gym; During karen and
marcie's girls' night out, they decide to surprise Hank and Charlie. 1111Open the pageDodo von Encangina Fatura and Eric Weinberg October 22, 2007 (2007-10-22) Charlie and Danny represent Mia after she wrote a book that appeared to come out of Hank's feather. Becca decides to move out of Bill and Karen's house to live with her father. 1212The Last
WaltzScott WinantTom KapinosOctober 29, 2007 (2007-10-29) In the season finale, Hank must deal with Karen's wedding and Becca's first period. Becca kisses her guitar teacher at her mom's wedding. Runkle and his wife re-ignite their relationship. Bill decides to let his daughter publish the novel she stole from Hank. The season ends with Karen running
to Hank's car and in the wind with Hank and Becca. The second season of Californication (2008) premiered on September 28, 2008 and ended on December 14, 2008. Looks like Hank and Karen's new couple are working, their house is for sale, and Becca looks happy again. Hank gets sterilized and attends a party that was dropped out by Sonia, with whom
he was in season one. A mistake and a fight with a nasty cop lands Hank in jail, where he meets famed record producer Lou Ashby, who was invited to Hank to write his biography. After too much masturbation in the office loses him his job, Charlie decides to get into the industry. He becomes a pianist agent/character of star Daisy and finances her film,
Vaginastown. Marcie goes into rehab because of her cocaine addiction and Charlie starts an affair with Daisy. Hank suggests to Karen the night they find out hank could be the father of Sonya's kid. When Karen says no, Hank decides they can't be together anymore. Hank moves in with Ashby, who's starting an affair with Mia. Becca finds a friend named
Damien. Mia's book becomes a hit and Ashby throws a party in her honor, where Damien cheats on Sheka and Charlie decides to divorce Marcie to meet with Daisy. After the party Hank goes looking for Lou when his girlfriend's the one who ran away, but Ashby died of a heroin overdose that he mistook for cocaine. Hank finishes Ashby's biography. Charlie
ended up working for a BMW in the Valley. When Sonya's baby was born, Hank was free of being the father because the kid's half black. When Hank and Karen turn to each other again, Karen is offered a job in New York. Hank's looking forward to getting back out there with her, but when Damien and Becca reconcile, Hank decides it would be wrong to get
Becca out of L.A., so he and Becca stay in L.A. while Karen moves to New York. The season closes with Karen's plane departing for New York and Hank and Becca walking on venice's boardwalk. No.overall. in the seasonTeitelhub by written by original air date131 Emissions Fahdud Dochnitum Hank and Karen decide to go back to New York, so they're
trying to sell their L.A. home. Meanwhile, Karen convinces Hank to go through sterilization. 142The Great AshbyDavid Von AnckenTom KapinosOctober 5, 2008 (2008-10-05) After Hank is arrested and sent to prison, he meets music producer Lou Ashby (Callum Keith Rennie), who asks Hank to write his biography. Charlie is fired after videos of him
masturbating in the office are shown to his boss. 153 There is no way to refer to Mrs. John DahlGina FattoreOctober 12, 2008 (2008-10-12) who knows Ashby and Hank claims that Hank is better in bed. Karen came under the spell of a self-help guru. Charlie introduces himself as an agent and offers to help Daisy with her career. 164The Raw &amp;
theCookedDavid Von AnckenTom KapinosOctober 19, 2008 (2008-10-19) Unsuccessful bid, paternity discovery, and allergic reaction to sashimi disrupt hank and karen dinner. 175 VaginatownKen WhittinghamJay DyerOctober 26, 2008 (2008-10-26) Hank moves into Lou's mansion and sleeps with a cooking show host. Charlie becomes a major investor in
his new client's latest adult film. 186Cock Dick and first kick Michael LehmannGina Fattore &amp; Gabriel Rotnovember 2, 2008 (2008-11-02) Hank wants to track down Lou's lost first love. Sonya and Julian decide to reach an open relationship. Mia spends the day following up with a Rolling Stone reporter. Charlie's house is turning into a set. 197 Instead of
LonelyJak Xantum Kapinos November 9, 2008 (2008-11-09) Hank becomes interested in Becca's teacher. Charlie finds out that Mary was hiding a secret. 208Order and Out at Beverly Hillsdani DucovnyDaisy Gardner November 16, 2008 (2008-11-16) Hank tries to get the truth about Ashby, Karen confronts the record producer. Marcy's rehab at her
mother's house. Charlie succumbed to temptation. 219La Ronde Adam BernsteinJina Fatura November 23, 2008 (2008-11-23) Hank rejects an offer. Karen's going on a date with Ashby. Charlie and Daisy Bond. Marcie stays in Thebarma. 2210 In a boiler von AnckenTom Kapinos November 30, 2008 (2008-11-30) Hank waits for the test results and ponders
his early days with Karen. Daisy's planning on moving. 2311 Blues from Laurel KenyonMichael Lehmanjina Fatura on December 7, 2008 (2008-12-07) Ashby hosts a party to celebrate the publication of Mia's book; Becca's devastated to catch Damien cheating on her. Charlie's ruining his marriage. Ashby collapses at the most insuitable time. Guest
appearance by Madsen Amick. 2412La Petite MortBart FreundlichTom KapinosDecember 14, 2008 (2008-12-14) Hank completes his biography of Ashby; Charlie is reduced to working at a car dealership; Sonia gives birth; Karen gets a job offer at home in New York, forcing Hank and Becca to make painful decisions. Season 3 (2009) Season 3 of
Californication September 27, 2009 and ended on December 13, 2009. No.overall. overall no title seasonloved by written by Original Air DateU.S. Viewers (millions)251 Wish you were hereDodod Duchovnitum KapinosevSeptember 27, 2009 (2009-09-27)0.821[1] With Karen back in New York, Hank must face rebellious Becca. Charlie and Marcie are going
to cohabitation even though they're going to get a divorce. 262 Land of Rape and HoneyBart Freundlich and David von Ankantum Kapinos October 4, 2009 (2009-10-04)0.772[2] Hank begins working as a professor in the College of Writing Class and gets involved with an unexpected fan; Charlie's messing with Marcie's new boyfriend. 273Verities &amp;
BalderdashDavid Von AnckenGina FattoreOctober 11, 2009 (2009-10-11)0.739[3] Hank and Becca participate in the English Department's annual fall mixer hosted by Dean Mons and his wife Felicia. Charlie tries to lure Marcy to celebrate his first signing at the new agency, teen idol Rick Springfield. 284 ZosoBart FreudlechTom KapinosOctober 18, 2009
(2009-10-18)0.773[4] Hank needs to address his problems with Becca's decidedly adult fashion sense; Hank and Charlie go to a strip club where a student can have gigs. 295 Slow Happy BoysDavid Von AnckenTom KapinosOctober 25, 2009 (2009-10-25)0.773[5] Becca visits Karen in New York for a weekend and Hank is alone until his longtime Long
Island friend Mike Zlosowski (Kevin Corrigan) performs. The couple will enjoy Sue Collini's party. Meanwhile, Charlie and Mercy's new sex life is suddenly cut short by discovering a secret. 306 Glass HousesMichael LehmanJina Fatura November 1, 2009 (2009-11-01)0.820[6] Karen visits Los Angeles and Hank must deal with the discovery of his affairs - and
with her plan to move the family to New York. Meanwhile, Charlie must deal with Marcie Brick's infatuation when he's invited to dinner. 317, so here's the thing... John Daldysy Gardner November 8, 2009 (2009-11-08)0.762[7] Hank's attempts to set things up with Karen lead to even deeper entangleards with campus women. Meanwhile, Charlie tries to stop
Sue's top client from leaving the agency; And Becca beankiss Hank for being a terrible role model to her. 328 Apartment Adam BernsteinTom Kapinos November 15, 2009 (2009-11-15)0.828[8] Hank and Karen Skype video chat getting disconnected; Then he opens his door to Jackie, two strippers, and a bottle of liquor. The next morning, one of the strippers
was left unconscious. When Charlie shows up with Rick, their attempts to help only make things worse. Finally, things really get complicated with the arrival of Jill, Felicia, Stacey, Chelsea, and Becca. 339Mar Example Rajon Daljina Patura and Matt PattersonNovember 22, 2009 (2009-11-22)0.773[9] Hank expects to be fired after his affairs are disclosed, but
Dean Kuhn tells him otherwise. Becca and Chelsea school principal contacts them That the girls' physical confrontation made them deported. When the parents meet in the principal's office, one of the things comes out to Karen. Meanwhile, Charlie risks his job trying to keep drug addict Marcy Merrick away. 3410 DogtownSeith MannTom Kapinos &amp;
Gina FattoreNovember 29, 2009 (2009-11-29)0.894[10] When Charlie loses his job, Hank takes him on the town. Hank and Charlie steal one of Hank's underwriting books from a bookstore and have a near-fatal run-in with two robbers in a liquor store. Meanwhile, Karen, Becca and Marcie are having a girls' night out. 3511 Arrival and departureDud von
AnckenGina Fattore &amp; Daisy Gardner on December 6, 2009 (2009-12-06)0.913[1] On the eve of their departure to New York, Karen, Hank and Becca have a final lunch with Felicia, during which Dean Koons arrives with the intention of challenging Hank to a duel. Meanwhile, Charlie and Marcie are optimistic about a possible bid for the house. 3612 Mia
ColpeStivan Hopkinstom KapinosDecember 13, 2009 (2009-12-13)1.055[11] Hank, Karen, and Becca pack for their move when Mia returns to Los Angeles with her new agent boyfriend, Paul Ryder (James Frain), who knows that Hank Statutory raped her. Hank tries to talk Mia out of telling everyone about their consensual sex, and then he sniffs out
violence against Paul. After leaving Mia, Hank tells Karen everything just as the police are coming to arrest him. Meanwhile, Charlie's considering a vasectomy, but looks like Mary wants to end the divorce. Season 4 (2011) No. Translated and synchronized by Pippo 371 Discoveries on Main Street David von Ancantum Kapinosjanuary 9, 2011 (2011-01-
09)0.848[12] Just as Hank is released from 72 hours in prison for assault, It is picked up by Charlie, who reveals that the recent events of Fucking & Boxing with Mia have become public and drops it for a meeting with young actress Sasha Bingham, who wants to capitalize on the publicity and make the film out of F&P. He later recreates the script with her in
her hotel room. The episode ends with Hank's lawyer informing him that the assault charges have been dropped -- and then he's been arrested for statutory rape. 382 Suicide SolutionDodo duchovnyTom KapinosJanuary 16, 2011 (2011-01-16)0.554[13] Announced that he faces 3 years in prison because the district attorney wants to make an example of
him, Hank tries to fix things with Becca. The episode ends with Hank, high on drugs and alcohol, writing a letter to Ka and passing out. 393Home Sweet HomeAdam BernsteinTom KapinosJanuary 23, 2011 (2011-01-23)0.432[14] Hank takes advantage of the perception of the mistake he attempted to commit suicide and return home with Karen and Becca,
but he eventually tells his daughter the truth; Charlie sets out to take a sexual benchmark while a wealthy producer goes after Marcy. 404 Monkey BusinessBart FreudlechGev Roth &amp; Matt Hank, Runkle, and other guys from the film project group are having dinner with an important investor. When they go to the investor's house afterwards, Runkle
accidentally kills the investor's pet monkey, and the investor dies of an erotic act. Charlie receives unexpected news and learns that his vasectomy may have failed. Karen starts dating a new guy. Hank, Sasha and Mia know each other better. 426 Lawyers, Guns and MoneyJon DahlVanessa ReisenFesenFe february 13, 2011 (2011-02-13)0.520[17]
Sensational image derails Hank's case; Karen resuscitated Hank's relationship with abby. 437 DefiantMichael Wivertum Kapinospeverr 20, 2011 (2011-02-20)0.550[18] Abby submits Hank's case to senior partner; Hank is appalled by Karen's relationship with Ben; Marcie and Stu are asking Charlie for help. 448 lights. Idiot Adam BernsteinTom
KapinosFebvre 27, 2011 (2011-02-27)0.513[19] Hank takes a gig rewrite dialogue; Marcie tells Stu she's pregnant. 459More Perfect DayMichael Lehman Kapinos &amp; Gabe Rothmarch 6, 2011 (2011-03-06)0.469[20] After being evicted, Hank moves in with Karen and Becca; Becca and Fren steal the Porsche. 4610 TrialSeith MannTom KapinosMarch 13,
2011 (2011-03-13)0.633[21] Hank's trial becomes an all-out character assassination, with friendly witnesses even Charlie and Karen unable to portray him as anything other than a drunk, drunk, sexy fool. It's revealed that Hank and Mia met before the night they slept together, with Hank not remembering the meeting due to being in a drunken sense ofity. My
father's freaked out that the case could get lost. 4711 Last Dinner John Daltom KapinosMarch 20, 2011 (2011-03-20)0.369[22] Hank accepts the verdict and briefly consider escaping Los Angeles. He gets the money from his on-set work rewriting dialogue for Sasha, buying a new Porsche, and immediately smashing the right lantern. A squirt party at Karen's
and the four old friends hang out smoking and remember the good old days. Hank and Trixie are spending a little massage again. 4812... and Justice for EveryMan BernsteinTom KapinosMarch 27, 2011 (2011-03-27)0.547[23] Hank awaits sentencing and visits the set of his film. Everyone gathers for dinner at Stu's, where Marcie finds out her baby is
Charlie's. Hank almost drowns in the pool but is saved by Ben. Season 5 (2012) #5 Overall. Translated and synchronized by Pippo Scouts (Millions)491JFK to LAXJon DahlTom KapinosJanuary 8, 2012 (2012-01-08)0.758[24] The narrative begins 3 years after season four, shortly after the successful release of Hank's new novel, Californication, when Hank
split from his last lover Carrie (played by That's it in New York. Depressed by the unpleasant breakup, he no doubt accepts Charlie's invitation to return to Los Angeles to meet a potential client, hip-hop artist Samurai Apocalypse (played by RZA). On the flight he almost joins the Mile High Club with a woman named Callie (Megan Goode) who he later
discovers is the main squeeze of an apocalypse. While in Los Angeles, Hank visits Karen and Becca and meets Karen's new husband (also an old foe), Bates. He later meets Becca's new boyfriend Tyler. The episode ends with Hank learning that his New York girlfriend set fire to his apartment. 502 BoxingDodod DuchovnyTom Kapinos's path January 15,
2012 (2012-01-15)0.751[25] Hank continues to consider writing Sam's new film, then decides against it after a brief but not-so-good meeting with the film's director, Peter Berg (playing himself). During a night at a local club with Sam, Hank spots Becca's boyfriend Tyler making out with another girl. After confronting him, he decides to talk to Becca about Tyler
instead of attacking him. He doesn't tell Becca what he saw, but Sam and his people decide to teach Tyler a lesson that lands him in the hospital. Meanwhile, Charlie, Marcy and Stu face Stewart, who exposed himself to a classmate in kindergarten. 513 Boys and GirlsSeith MannTom KapinosJanuary 22, 2012 (2012-01-22)0.641[26] Find himself in debt to
the drug for beating Tyler, Hank finishes writing Sam's cinematic script. Later, trying again to leave for New York, Sam asks him to take Callie into town. Tyler is recovering from his wounds with Karen and Becca. Marcie and Stu leave little Stuart with Charlie when they go out, and Charlie pays too much attention to new nanny Lizzie (Camilla Luddington). 524
Waiting for Nasbart Freudlich tom kapinosjanuary 29, 2012 (2012-01-29)0.748[27] Hank gets an unwelcome surprise from Carrie, his ex-girlfriend from New York, then is forced to bring her to dinner at Karen's that evening. The party gets out of hand soon when Stu, Marcy and Bates start talking about sexual orientation. The party ends suddenly when Cary
realizes and reveals something about Hank. Meanwhile, Lizzie (Stewart's new nanny) sets Charlie up with a blind date named Mary. 535 Drive along Millicent SheltonTom KapinosFebruary 5, 2012 (2012-02-05)0.742[28] Charlie's childhood dream and Hank's worst nightmare came true when Sam invites them for a ride along in a Santa Monica police car to
explore his role in the film. The ride quickly becomes a fun ride, which becomes sexually suspended for Charlie. Thanks to Tyler, Bates drinks too much at a restaurant in Venice, but Hank and the boys come to save the day for Karen and Becca. Tyler mentions that he recognizes Sam from somewhere, causing realizations for some and trouble for Hank.
546Share LoveHarik Stoltztom Kapinos February 12, 2012 (2012-02-12)0.834[29] While Karen is Angry about what she thinks Hank did to Tyler, Sam asks Hank to help Callie write love song lyrics. Hank tries to understand Callie better so he can write more honest words, so she tells him about her feelings when she came to L.A. It makes Hank go back to
his pass and Karen to L.A. Later, Karen tells Hank that maybe she made a big mistake being with Bates, who won't stop drinking. 557 Enjoy I Go AgainMichael Vibratom KapinosFebruary 19, 2012 (2012-02-19)0.714[30] On another drinking spree, Bates knowingly sleeps with exotic dancer Holly, and Hank tries to pick up the pieces to keep Karen from being
humiliated. Lizzie, who was fired as Marcie's nanny, asks Charlie to help her get her job back; At the last minute, Marcy begs her to come back. 568RawBart FreundlichTom KapinosMarch 4, 2012 (2012-03-04)0.668[31] Hank gets stuck reading Tyler's script revealing hidden talent (though the script seems to be a disturbing autobiographical edit of his
relationship with Becca) and then meets his parents. Charlie and Lizzie snout Marcie's marital bed, but you hear a little more than they bargain over when Marcy and Stu will be back early and are out for a little role-playing. 579 In the films Helen Huntum KapinosMarch 11, 2012 (2012-03-11)0.680[32] Film production begins for Sam's movie, Santa Monica
Cop, but Hank jeopardizes his friendship with Sam by having an encounter with the lead actress. Charlie continues his relationship with Lizzie and tries to sign Tyler to his talent group. Hank gets out of Sam's movie and has a bang with Charlie. He's firing Charlie as his agent and his friends. 5810 Idiosyncrasic PervertBart Freudlitztom Kapinosmartz 18, 2012
(2012-03-18)0.637[33] Hank crashes with Karen and Becca while searching for power agent Larry Levine; When he finds him, Levin quickly sets up a meeting with german filmmaker and idol Lars Manderhoff; Hank also encountered the old flame Trixie (Judy Greer). Emotional and confused by the recent losses, Charlie seeks solace from Marcie while
dealing with Lizzie getting her big stash role at Santa Monica Cop thanks to Stu. 5911 PartyMichael LehmannTom KapinosMarch 25, 2012 (2012-03-25)0.725[34] Hank remains in his welcome at Carne's and prepares to hit the road with one final stop in Maliber. There he encounters Lysie, who uses her new acting skills to lure him back to Charlie's house,
which is filled with loved ones, plus Sam, Callie, Tyler and Gabriel (Bates' sponsor). The party ends suddenly when Hank bumps into Tyler after catching him with Callie in the bathroom. 6012 Hell is not a bad place to be Adam BernsteinTom KapinosApril 1, 2012 (2012-04-01)0.768[35] As he sleeps in his car outside Karen's house, Hank has a nightmare
starring his late friend Lou Ashby as a barman in hell. When he wakes up and enters the house, Bates announces that he has decided to leave. This offers the possibility of Hank and Karen reuniting and starting a new life in their former home. Hank meets Becca during her working vacation and she announces that Tyler proposed. On the set of Santa Monica
Cop, Sam's jealousy and affection for firearms give Charlie a chance to show how much he loves his best friend and number one client; Carrie (Natalie Yiza), an ex from New York, returns and offers Hank a drink. He drinks it and Carrie discovers it's mixed with prescription antidepressants. When they succumb to drugs, she remarks on how their bodies will
be discovered together, and stops Hank to tell her he loves her. When Hank loses consciousness, he has Karen's vaccine, which he says I love you to, and the screen turns black. Season 6 (2013) #6 Overall. Translated and synchronized by Pippo Viewers (Millions)611ExcusedDuchovnyTom KapinosJanuary 13, 2013 (2013-01-13)1.070[36] Hank wakes up
in the hospital after an overdose from being drugged by Carrie (Natalie Zia), his ex-girlfriend of New York, and he begins to experience being chased about Yana in his dreams. Becca informs Hank that she broke up with Friend, much to Hank's delight, and she expresses interest in dropping out of school to pursue a career as a writer. It's about Hank and
Karen because they don't want to see her take the path Hank did. Hank accompanies Charlie to a meeting with rock musician Atticus Petch (Tim Minchin) who has expressed interest in creating a Broadway musical based on a novel by Hank. Intervention by Karen, Becca, Charlie and Mercy due to concerns about his behaviour, increased drinking, and past
experiences leads Hank to decide to sign up for a rehabilitation centre. 622 RetiringJun Daltom KapinosJanuary 20, 2013 (2013-01-20)0.749[37] While in rehab, Hank adapts well during his stay there and meets many other patients. One that stands out in particular is an incredibly beautiful woman and a muse named Fairy (Maggie Grace). Meanwhile,
Charlie, posing as a gay agent, signs an award-winning gay actor named Robbie Mac (Johan Lurking) as a client. Marcy's dealing with Stu's return. Karen knowingly gets a job as an interior designer for a house belonging to the wife of rock musician Atticus Petch. 633Dead Rock StarsAdam BernsteinTom KapinosJanuary 27, 2013 (2013-01-27)0.889[38]
Hank continues his time in rehab and makes a trip to the outside world when he decides to accompany Mouth to the funeral of her old flame who was a childhood friend of Atticus Petch. Charlie met with Robbie to discuss potential film projects. Karen begins her work as an interior designer and goes to Atticus' house, where she surprisingly finds Hank,
blacked out and sleeps on the floor, with a few other guests from the party. 644 Hell bent to Erud von Ancantum Charlie's talking about Hank for a cruise remake with Robbie Mack. After agreeing to the film, Hank, Charlie, Robbie Mac, and the former management on a crazy little thing called Love (and now studio head) Ali Andrews head to a gay bar. Hank,
while ordering a drink, sees Richard Bates (Jason Bega) working as a research barge for his latest book. Bates tells Hank that he and Becca regularly talk about writing; It's a little disturbing to Hank as Becca never talked to him about writing. Robbie moves the party back to Charlie's house, where Hank and Ellie picture their previous sexual tension. Robbie
ends up trying to have sex with Charlie but, unfortunately, Charlie is unable to bring himself to perform oral sex on Robbie and ends up admitting he's not gay. Robbie kisses him and fires him. Confused Charlie walks into Hank Valley and explains what happened. In light of this, Ali tells them that the project is off and she leaves immediately. Meanwhile,
Marcy approaches Ophilla Roberts (Maggie Wheeler), a strong, openly male-hating feminist seemingly taken from the idea of swearing at men. 655Rock and Hard PlaceDud von AnckenTom KapinosFebruary 17, 2013 (2013-02-17)0.669[40] Hank tries to write a new project and Charlie gets fired from his job over a glitch with Robbie Mac. They both meet
with Atticus Petch about continuing their partnership in the proposed musical project. Atticus decides to send them both to retrieve a guitar belonging to a childhood friend, the late rock musician from the funeral, from a drug dealer (Jorge Garcia). They meet with Peith and she guides them to the scene. Karen continues her work as the interior designer of
Atticus Patch's house. Stu tries to reconcile with Marcy and thinks things are going seemingly well until Marcy, on Ophelia's advice, makes Stu wear one of Ophelia's products, which he reluctantly agrees to. 666In the cloudsDud von AnckenTom KapinosFebruary 24, 2013 (2013-02-24)0.574[41] Hank tries to convince Becca not to pursue a written career
after hearing concerns from Karen. Hank and Charlie meet atticus on his private jet during a flight to New York to provide him with song-making inspiration for the Broadway musical project. They are joined by Atticus' wife, the widow of the dead rock star, and Faith. During the plane landing, Charlie's fear of flying makes him very stressful, and he ends up
sleeping with the widowed woman. Hank's got an encounter with Peith. 677 The Drug ShowMichael Vibratom KapinosMarch 3, 2013 (2013-03-03)0.788[42] Hank and Charlie return from their flight in New York with Atticus to find out that Charlie's place is a huge mess after leaving him with Becca who decided to host a party while they were there. Hank and
Karen decide to try to teach Becca a lesson about the life of A musician by taking her to Atticus' house as an example. During their visit they meet Marilyn Manson, who enjoys illegal substances with Atticus. Hank and Karen decide to leave after being watched by atticus and marilyn's crazy immigrants. However, the show seems to have worked, with Becca,
who initially loved Atticus' house and ordered a night out with her idol Marilyn Manson, abruptly leaving with her parents after witnessing the crazy tricks between the two rock stars. Charlie spends time with his son Stuart and tries to re-ignite his relationship with Marcy. Things aren't going well after Marcie finds Charlie on video on an adult website run by a
parent Charlie met incidentally while spending time with Stewart at a children's restaurant. 688 Everyone Visits FuckingSeith MannTom KapinosMarch 10, 2013 (2013-03-10)0.693[43] Hank reviews her draft of Becca's writing project and tries to give her advice. Hank screws up and it's not going well. Karen, after hearing what happened, tells Hank that Becca
changed her mind about writing and thinking about going to law school. Hank ends Atticus' musical script only to find that Atticus doesn't like it, and neither does Stu nor Charlie. Hank doesn't take the criticism well and he decides to meet with Mouth for encouragement. Meanwhile, Charlie and Stu join forces when they believe That Mary is brainwashed by
Ophelia's influence. The three of them meet at a bar but things don't go well when Ophelia appears to make disparaging remarks. Things go south when Ophelia uses her shocker on Charlie and Stu, however, Marcy is put up by Ophelia's behavior. Hank meets with Becca again and apologizes for his earlier comments and encourages her to pursue a career
in writing. 699Mad Dogs &amp; EnglishmenAdam BernsteinTom KapinosMarch 17, 2013 (2013-03-17)0.766[44] Atticus, now staying with Charlie after being kicked off by his wife, decides to throw a party there even though he is just a guest. Girls for the party are provided by Fith, the dealer (Jorge Garcia) returns to provide the recreational materials, and
Hank's old friend Eddie Nero (Rob Law) provides the entertainment. Hank gets jealous when Karen gets Eddie's attention after she sees something going on between Hank and Peith. Atticus, a newlywed, turns his attention to his fan at the party. Charlie is eventually reunited with the widow of the dead rock star. Pyth's feelings for Hank are starting to get
beyond her control. 7010 Blind Faith Adam BernsteinTom KapinosMarch 24, 2013 (2013-03-24)0.592[45] During a family dinner, Becca tells Hank and Karen that she decides on going on a literary pilgrimage. Hank meets with Fith at her place and meets Atticus' brother there. Later, while they're at the bar, Mouth gets a call from her mother. She's revealing to
Hank She hasn't spoken to her parents in years because of their views on her lifestyle. Hank accepts Peith's invitation to visit her estranged parents in her hometown, including impersonating her boyfriend. Hank and Amona later have dinner with the parents, Faith's father discovers she was a former nun, and then an argument ends dinner. Hank and Pyth
sneak out of the house. Hank visits Karen and they both agree to let Maccabi make the literary pilgrimage. 7111 Abimmichael Vibratom KapinosMarch 31, 2013 (2013-03-31)0.580[46] Charlie announces Hank and belief that Atticus is considering quitting out of the music business including dropping out of the musical due to a desire to spend time in rehab.
Hank and Faith with the help of Becca and Bates convince Atticus not to drop out -- instead even pitching it as some kind of comeback. Ophelia reveals her feelings for Marcie that Marcy is not biciprocal. It curls into Ophilla luring Charlie to Marcie's house and chaining them both up. They realize they still love each other. Charlie and Marcie announce to
Hank and faith that they're re-marrying. Atticus invites all three on his tour, even suggesting Charlie and Marcie have their marriage. Hank and Karen say goodbye to Becca as she embarks on her literary pilgrimage. Karen ponders with Hank if Becca is the reason they're still related. 7212 I'll lay my monsters down Steven Hopkinstom Kapinos April 7, 2013
(2013-04-07)0.618[47] Hank continues to ponder whether to start a more serious relationship with Faith or try and win Karen back. Meanwhile, Atticus Petch begins his bus tour (he doesn't have enough money to pay for his plane's expenses). At the opening screening of the tour Atticus remarries Charlie and Marcie on stage, making Hank fantasize about
inviting Karen to marry him. After the show Hank gets a call from Becca, who warns him to be happy, and he goes on atticus' tour with Pyth the next morning. While he's on the road, Hank dreams of losing Karen in hell's bar, and wakes up and decides to go back to her. After splitting up with Fith and Atticus, Hank gets a ride from Carol. The episode ends
with Hank knocking on Karen's door, unsure how things will turn out. Season 7 (2014) No. Translated and synchronized by Pippo Viewers (Millions)731LbonDodo DuchovnyTom Kapinos April 13, 2014 (2014-04-13)0.640[48] The episode picks up at the end of last season, with Hank at Karen's door. He has a short daydream that she opens the door and they
live happily ever after before they realize she's not home. He follows her to a nearby restaurant and expresses his love for her only to discover she's on a date with Chris from her yoga class. Atticus fires Hank and Charlie. The latter tells Hank that the only offer he has is from a student named Leverone who wanted to Hank to his college paper. Unexpectedly
Lone shows up at Charlie Runkel's house, where Hank crashes. Lone recognizes Hank, who agrees to a quick interview before being rushed by Charlie who landed him an interview on The Santa Monica Cop: The TV Show. Hank and Karen meet shortly before Lavon shows up for his retransquisted interview when he indirectly tells Hank that he's his father.
742JuliaAdam BernsteinTom KapinosApril 20, 2014 (2014-04-20)0.390[49] 753Like Father Like SonMichael LehmannTom KapinosApril 27, 2014 (2014-04-27)TBA 764DicksDavid Von AnckenTom KapinosMay 4, 2014 (2014-05-04)0.451[50] 775Getting the Poison OutSeith MannTom KapinosMay 11, 2014 (2014-05-11)TBA 786KickoffDavid Von
AnckenTom KapinosMay 18, 2014 (2014-05-18)TBA 797SmileJohn DahlTom KapinosMay 25, 2014 (2014-05-25)TBA 80830 Minutes or LessDavid Von AnckenTom KapinosJune 1, 2014 (2014-06-01)TBA 819Faith, Hope, LoveJohn DahlTom KapinosJune 8, 2014 (2014-06-08)0.397[51] 8210Dinner With FriendsAdam BernsteinTom KapinosJune 15, 2014
(2014-06-15)0.411[52] 8311DaughterMichael LehmannTom KapinosJune 22, 2014 (2014-06-22)TBA 8412GraceAdam BernsteinTom KapinosJune 29, 2014 (2014-06-29)0.481[53] References ^ a b Schneider 2009 רבמצדב  8  ) לאכימ ). Dexter kills for Showtime. Range. On March 26, 2016, march 26, 2016, 7:00 PM in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace
Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Prize results last night: Sunday 10/04/09. Media week. On October 9, 2009, he edited October 9, 2009. On March 26, 2016, march 26, 2016, 7:00 P.M. in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Prize results last night: Sunday 10/11/09. Media week. On October 16, 2009, he edited October 16,
2009. On March 26, 2016, march 26, 2016, 7:00 PM in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Prize results last night: Sunday 10/18/09. Media week. On October 23, 2009, he edited October 23, 2009. On March 26, 2016, march 26, 2016, 7:00 P.M. in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel
Prize results last night: Sunday 25/09/25. Media week. On October 31, 2009, he edited October 31, 2009. On March 26, 2016, at 7:00 P.M., Dexter set another high series, beating Mad Men. TV by the numbers. November 3rd, 2009. January 31, 2012, January 31, 2012, january 31, 2012. On March 26, 2016, march 26, 2016, 7:00 P.M. in 2006, after receiving
the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Prize results last night: Sunday 11/08/09. Media week. On November 13, 2009, he edited November 13, 2009. On March 26, 2016, march 26, 2016, 7:00 PM in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Prize results last night: Sunday 11/15/09. Media week. On November 21,
2009, he edited November 21, 2009. On March 26, 2016, at 7:00 PM in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded last night's Nobel Prize results: Sunday 22/09. Media week. On November 28, 2009, he edited November 28, 2009. On March 26, 2016, march 26, 2016, 7:00 P.M. in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was
awarded the Nobel Prize results last night: Sunday 29/11/09. Media week. On January 26, 2010, he edited January 26, 2010. On March 26, 2016, at 7:00 P.M. on March 26, 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. The photon critic. December 14, 2009. On March 26, 2016, 7:00 PM on January 10, 2011 took place
on January 10, 2011. The Clipornication has its best debut; There's no shame in shameless ratings. Episodes. TV by the numbers. On January 12, 2011, he edited January 12, 2011. January 11, 2011, January 11, 2011, January 11, 2011. On January 19, 2011, it took place on January 19, 2011. Sunday's cable ratings: The finale of 'Hannah Montana,' 'Real
Housewives,' 'Top Gear,' 'Big Love' premieres for the final season and more. TV by the numbers. On January 21, 2011, he edited January 21, 2011. On January 20, 2011, at 7:00 PM on January 25, 2011, it took place on January 25, 2011. Sunday's cable ratings: 'Real Housewives', Kardashian, 'Holly's World' lead night + 'Shameless' & much more. TV by the
numbers. January 29, 2011, January 29, 2011. January 26, 2011, january 26, 2011. On February 1, 2011, on February 1, 2011, it took place on February 1, 2011. Sunday's cable ratings: 'Holly's World', 'Real Housewives' finale up; In addition to Kardashian, shameless and much more. TV by the numbers. On February 2, 2011, he edited February 2, 2011.
[Editing, Adults' on February 8, 2011 took place on February 8, 2011, took place in 2011, the company held Sunday cable ratings: 'Big Love', Californication, Episodes, and Shameless were handled at the Super Bowl. TV by numbers. [Editing, adults on January 15, 2011 took place on January 15, 2011 took place in 2011 there was a Sunday cable ratings:
'Real Housewives', 'X-Men', 'Grandma's Red Carpet', Lead Night + 'Shameless' and more. TV by the numbers. On February 17, 2011, he edited February 17, 2011. On February 23, 2011, on February 23, 2011, Sunday cable ratings were held: NBA All Stars, Housewives, Worst Cooks and Kardashian Leading Night + Shameless and more. TV by numbers.
On February 23, 2011, february 23, 2011, 7:00 PM on March 1, 2011, cable ratings were held on March 1, 2011. : Knicks/Heat scores; E's red carpet, X-Men, Shameless and more. TV by the numbers. On March 3, 2011, he edited March 3, 2011. [Editing, Adults' on March 8, 2011 took place on March 8, 2011 took place in 2011 the company held Sunday
cable ratings: Tosh leads overnight + more shameless 'Kings of Burglary;' upstairs and much more. TV by numbers. on March 10, 2011, March 10, 2011, 2011. [Editing, Adults' on March 15, 2011 took place on March 15, 2011 took place in 2011 there was a Sunday cable ratings: 'Chopped' Rising, Night Leader; 'Kings of burglary;' the women of the army



down and much more. TV by the numbers. On March 18, 2011, he edited March 18, 2011. [Editing, March 23, 2011 on March 22, 2011 took place on March 22, 2011. 'Women of the Army' increased by 30%; Breakout Kings, Women's Dip Sisters; Great love inches to the finish; Shameless and stable + much more. TV by the numbers. On March 26, 2011, he
held March 26, 2011. [Editing, Adults' on March 29, 2011 took place on March 29, 2011. 'Kings of the breakout, ascending; The finale is shamelessly stable + much more so. TV by the numbers. On April 1, 2011, he edited April 1, 2011. [Editing, Adults' on January 9, 2012 took place on January 9, 2012. Series premiere ratings for Showtime House of Lies +
Season Premiere Ratings for Shameless &amp; &amp; &amp; Shameless TV by the numbers. January 12, 2012, January 12, 2012. January 11, 2012, January 11, 2012, January 11, 2012. On January 18, 2012, on January 18, 2012, there was a Sunday cable ratings on January 18, 2012: Stars of Peyony Cajun, Courtney and Kim Tighi Top Spots. The
photon critic. January 19, 2012, on January 19, 2012. On January 24, 2012, it took place on January 24, 2012. Sunday cable ratings: Courtney and Kim, housewives top demos. The photon critic. On January 25, 2012, january 25, 2012, 19:00 January 31, 2012 Held in 2012 there was a 2012 held in 2012 the company held a peace of Sunday cable ratings:
'Courtney and Kim' Finale goes big + Atlanta 'Housewives', 'X-Men,' 'Mafia Women 2', 'Shameless' and more. TV by the numbers. On February 2, 2012, he edited February 2, 2012. [Editing, February 24, 2012 On February 7, 2012, the company was held on behalf of Seidman. Cable ratings: ESPN Post Coverage of the game leads silent Super Bowl Sunday
+ 'Shameless,' 'Californication' &amp; More. TV by numbers. [Editing, adulthood on February 14, 2012 took place on February 14, 2012. Another great Sunday evening for shameless people, House of Lies and Clearnikation! Photon Visitor. On February 15, 2012, February 15, 2012. February 22, 2012 took place on February 22, 2012. Sunday Cable Ratings:
More Cable Broadcasts - 'The Walking Dead' below, but still dominating + 'X-Men', 'Chloe and Lamar', 'Shameless' The House of Lies and more. TV by the numbers. On February 25, 2012, he edited February 25, 2012. On February 23, 2012, on February 23, 2012, 7:00 PM on March 6, 2012, it took place on March 6, 2012. Sunday's cable ratings: 'The
Walking Dead,' 'Storage Wars,' 'Army Wives,' 'Real Housewives' and more. TV by the numbers. March 8, 2012, March 8, 2012. [Editing, Adults' on March 11, 2012 took place on March 11, 2012 took place on March 11, 2012. Sunday cable ratings: 'The Walking Dead' dominates, 'Opera's next episode' sees a high series. TV by numbers. on March 13, 2012,
march 13, 2012. [Editing, Adults' on March 20, 2012 took place in 2012, took place in 2012, took place in 2012, held on 2 Sunday cable ratings: the season finale of The Walking Dead from the lap off the field + 'Chloe and Lamar', Frozen Star, Women of the Army and more. TV by numbers. on March 22, 2012, March 22, 2012, 2012. [Editing, adult on March
27, 2012 took place on March 27, 2012. Sunday cable ratings: NBA basketball, Mad Men season premiere + 'Real Housewives of Atlanta' and more. TV by the numbers. on March 30, 2012, march 30, 2012. [Editing, March 28, 2012 on April 3, 2012 took place on April 3, 2012. Sunday cable ratings:'Game of Thrones' returns to high series; + 'Chloe and
Lamar', 'The Killing', Mad Men, 'Women of the Army' and more. TV by numbers. on April 4, 2012, april 4, 2012. [Editing, adults on January 15, 2013 took place on January 15, 2013. Sunday Cable Ratings:'Real Housewives of Winning again, + 'X-Men', 'Shameless', 'Here Comes Honey Boo Boo', 'Shah of the Sunset' and more. TV by the numbers. On
January 16, 2013, he edited January 16, 2013. January 16, 2013, january 16, 2013. On January 23, 2013, it took place on January 23, 2013. Sunday cable ratings: 'Real' real Atlanta's Night Winner, 'Courtney and Kim Take Miami,' 'Ex Men,' 'Shameless,' 'House of Lies' and more. TV by the numbers. On January 26, 2013, he edited January 26, 2013. January
24, 2013, january 24, 2013. On January 29, 2013, it took place on January 29, 2013. Sunday's cable ratings: Real Housewives of Atlanta leads viewers, demos for Bravo. The photon critic. January 31, 2013, January 31, 2013. On February 18, 2013, on February 18, 2013, the 2013 contest was held in 2013 and Sunday cable ratings were held: The Return of
the Walking Dead destroys the competition from the photon critic. On February 20, 2013, in 2013, the company held about 8:00 p.m. on February 2013: Sunday cable ratings: The Walking Dead delays the NBA All-Star Game from the photon critic. On February 22, 2013, february 22, 2013, 7:00 PM on February 26, 2013, it took place on February 26, 2013.
Sunday's cable ratings: 'The Walking Dead' wins overnight + 'Live from the red carpet', 'X-Men', 'Rescue Bar', 'Shameless' and more. TV by the numbers. On February 28, 2013, he edited February 28, 2013. On February 28, 2013, february 28, 2013, 19:00 On March 5, 2013, in 2013, 2013, the company held that Sunday cable ratings: 'The Walking Dead'
wins overnight, 'The Bible, 'Vikings', 'Shameless', 'Real Housewives of Atlanta', 'Stars of Pawn' and more. TV by the numbers. On March 12, 2013, he edited March 12, 2013. [Editing, Adults' march 12, 2013 took place in 2013 and took place in 2013. On March 18, 2013, on March 19, 2013, on March 19, 2013, the 2013 Film Critic held Sunday cable ratings:
The Walking Dead leads demos, the Bible leads the viewers. On April 14, 2013. March 26, 2013 took place on March 26, 2013. Sunday's cable ratings: The Walking Dead dominates demos, bible ends in viewers. The photon critic. April 14, 2013, April 14, 2013. On April 2, 2013, on April 2, 2013, on April 2, 2013, sunday cable ratings were held: The Walking
Dead rises to the top for AMC. The photon critic. April 14, 2013, April 14, 2013. On April 9, 2013, sunday cable ratings took place on April 9, 2013: Game of Thrones claims total displays, demo crowns. The photon critic. April 14, 2013, April 14, 2013. In 2006, after winning the men's basketball world championship, he won the NCAA Ratings Medal. USA
Today. April 15, 2014. On April 24, 2014, 7:00 P.M. in 2006, after winning the 2006 World Championship, the 2006 world championship was held. TV by the numbers. April 23, 2014. On April 24, 2014, he edited April 24, 2014. On April 24, 2014, at 7:00 P.M. on April 24, 2006, after winning the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. TV
by the numbers. May 6, 2014. On May 6, 2014, In May 2014, he edited May 6, 2014. [Editing, 2014 on June 10, 2014 took place on June 10, 2014. Sunday cable ratings: 'Game of Thrones' wins night, 'Keeping Up With the Kardashians,' 'Crafty Maids,' 'Veep', 'Turn' and more. TV by numbers. On June 14, 2014, June 14, 2014, he edited June 14, 2014. Won
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